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Overview

• Information wanted on Sonoco web site.
• How did I go about creating pages.
• What were some draw backs.
• Future Work.
• A brief demonstration.
What was wanted?

• A formal feedback page
  – Send comment/question to manager
• Bulletin Board
  – Be posted/read by all employees
• Stock Update
  – Check how stock is doing
• Line performance
  – Allow employees to see week has been
• Policy Manual
  – Allows anyone access to policy manual
• Data Warehouse
  – Being compiled as we speak
  – All forms could be found here
• And if I had a little more time:
  – An automatic birthday recognition system
  – An events page
How did I create the pages?

• Used Frontpage
• Created pictures to be used
• Given pictures by Sonoco
• CGI scripting for feedback and Bulletin Board
Drawbacks?

- One contact at Sonoco
- Converting files to pdf
- Miscommunication
- cgi scripting
Lessons I learned

• Plan ahead
• Use all resources available
Future Work

• Create events page
• Create database for birthdays
• Create page for birthday wishes
Demonstration

Sonoco Main Page